In this paper, we give an effective and efficient algorithm which on input takes non-zero integers A and B and on output produces the generators of the Mordell-Weil group of the elliptic curve over Q(t) given by an equation of the form y 2 = x 3 + At 6 + B. Our method uses the correspondence between the 240 lines of a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 and the sections of minimal Shioda height on the corresponding elliptic surface over Q.
INTRODUCTION
Del Pezzo surfaces and rational elliptic surfaces A del Pezzo surface over a field k is a smooth, projective, geometrically integral surface X over k with an ample anticanonical divisor −K X . Del Pezzo surfaces are classified by their degree d := K 2 X , an integer 1 ≤ d ≤ 9. It has been proven that if X is not geometrically isomorphic to P 1 × P 1 , then X is isomorphic to the blowup of P 1 in 9 − d points in "general position", cf. [Dol12, Chap. 8.1 ].
An elliptic surface over k with base P 1 is a smooth projective surface E together with a map π : E → P 1 such that the general fibre of π is a smooth connected curve E of genus one. We assume that π has a section: E is thus a family of elliptic curves away from finitely many fibres, and admits a Weierstrass equation as an elliptic curve over k(t). We say that E is rational if it is birational to P 2 . A rational elliptic surface is isomorphic to P 2 blown-up in the fundamental locus of a pencil of plane cubics: thus by choosing carefully d points on a del Pezzo surface, one obtains a rational elliptic surface E . In particular if d = 1, then the blowup of the base point of the anticanonical linear system of X allows to obtain a rational elliptic surface E 1 . A rational elliptic surface obtained through this process has only irreducible fibres (of Kodaira type I 1 or II). Moreover, it reaches the maximum of 8 independent rational sections of the Mordell-Weil lattice and the torsion subgroup of the generic fibre is trivial, cf. [OS91] .
In this paper, we are interested in certain rational elliptic surfaces E G with a generic fibre of the form E G :
is such that 1 ≤ deg G(t) ≤ 6. These elliptic surfaces have many particularities:
(1) if G(t) is a squarefree polynomial of degree ≥ 5, then the contraction of the image of the zero section gives a del Pezzo surface of degree 1, cf. [Dol12, §8.8.3]; (2) E = E G is isotrivial, i.e. its fibres E t are isomorphic to one another. Indeed, the j-invariant function t → j(E t ) equals 0.
Main theorem Theorem 1.1. Let A, B ∈ Z be non-zero rational integers and define E = E A,B to be the elliptic surface given by the equation
The rank of the generic fibre E A,B over Q(t) is 8 and the rank r E of the group E A,B (Q(t)) is at most equal to 3. There exists an effective and efficient algorithm which on input takes two non-zero integers A and B and produces on output the generators of the group E A,B (Q(t)).
We denote by r E the rank of the group E A,B (Q(t)) and call it the generic rank of E over Q.
The algorithm of Theorem 1.1 consists of asking whether A and B respect certain simple properties:
(1) Is A, or B, equal to a square? −3 times a square? (2) Is A, or B, or 4AB, a cube?
For instance, in order for the group E A,B (Q(t)) to have the maximum possible rank (r E = 3), the coefficients A and B need both to be either a square or −3 times a square, 4AB needs to be a cube and either A or B needs to be a cube as well. That follows directly from the algorithm presented in Figure 1 . A detailed proof of the algorithm and the further steps which resolve questions about the generic rank r ≤ 2 are described in Section 4. Theorem 1.2. Let E be the elliptic surface given by the equation y 2 = x 3 + At 6 + B. Then E has generic rank r E = 3 if there exists some α, β ∈ Z such that:
• A = α 6 and B = 2 4 β 6 ;
• A = −3 3 α 6 and B = 2 4 β 6 ;
• A = −3 3 α 6 and B = −3 3 2 4 β 6 ;
• A = α 6 and B = −2 4 3 3 β 6 ;
• or one of the four previous cases, with roles of A and B interchanged. Otherwise, E has rank r E ≤ 2.
1 In terms of equation: X is isomorphic to a smooth sextic hypersurface in the weighted projective space P 1 (1, 1, 2, 3) defined by the equation y 2 = x 3 + F (m, n)x + G(m, n), with F, G homogeneous polynomials of degree respectively 4 and 6 ([Kol96, Theorem III.3.5]). The converse is also true. The base point of the anticanonical system is P := [0, 0, 1, 1]: and the blow-up of X at P gives the surface E in P 3 with equation y 2 = x 3 + f (t)x + g(t) where f (t) = F (t, 1) and g(t) = G(t, 1). Then E is a rational elliptic surface ( [Mir89] ). Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.1 implies on an elliptic surface with generic rank 0 that any minimal model of E is a del Pezzo surface of degree 1. This is due to the fact that Galois invariant part of the Picard group of E has rank 2 (spanned by the image of the general fibre and the image of the zero section). The surface obtained by contraction of the anticanonical base point, has the Picard group over Q of rank 1 and is minimal. This theory can be found in [Man74] .
Remark 1.4. In our main theorem, we choose G(t) = C(AG 1 (t) 2 + BG 2 (t) 2 ) with G 1 (t) = t 3 and G 2 (t) = 1. An important remark to make is that our result will still hold for any
distinct linear polynomials. The basis will be given by similar points, with a change of variable, cf. Corollary 1.5. However, given general
, the situation differs. The Galois action on the Mordell-Weil lattice is maximal for a generic choice of G 1 and G 2 . Points of Shioda height 2 form a big orbit of size 240 in that case. For particular choices of G 1 and G 2 , it is possible to split this orbit further, for instance into three Galois orbits of size respectively 6, 72 and 162 for most values of A, B. These orbits can be decomposed even further by choosing appropriate values of A and B until finding a rational section.
Corollary 1.5. Let a, b, c, d ∈ Z such that ad − bc = 0 and let A, B ∈ Z \ {0}. Define E to be the elliptic surface given by the equation
The rank of the generic fibre E over Q(t) is 8 and the rank of the group E(Q(t)) is at most equal to 3. The algorithm described in section 4.2 gives the rank of the group E(Q(t)).
Motivation and method
The motivation for Theorem 1.1 is Corollary 2.4 that lists the elliptic surfaces E 3a 2 ,b 2 (a, b ∈ Z \ {0}) and their generic rank. As explained in Section 2, on those rational elliptic surfaces the Zariski density of the rational points is uncertain: there exists no geometric proof, and the study of the variation of the root number on the fibres is indecisive: it always takes the value +1, so according to the parity conjecture (weak BSD) the rank is even -but possibly zero on all the fibres.
Our method uses the correspondence between the 240 lines of a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 and the sections of minimal Shioda height (= 2) on the corresponding elliptic surface over Q. After finding a basis of the Mordell-Weil lattice over Q we study the Galois action on those lines and the submodules their orbits generate in order to determine a basis (and so the rank) of the Mordell-Weil lattice over the rationals.
A similar technique could be used as well to compute the generic rank of any other rational elliptic surface whose singular fibres are all irreducible.
Contents of the paper
First, in Section 2, we discuss some previous approaches towards proving the density of points on del Pezzo surfaces. Next, we study when the root number of the family E G is positive. In those cases we can apply the algorithm from further sections to find instances when the Mordell-Weil rank over Q(t) is positive, hence obtaining a density of rational points on the surface E G . We discuss in Section 2.3 for which polynomials G we obtain a new density result.
In Section 3 we compute the structure of the group Λ = E G (Q(t)) for G = At 6 +B, A, B ∈ Q × . We obtain it by studying the explicit set of points in Λ which have height 2. From the setup, there are 240 such points and under the natural action of the absolute Galois group Gal(Q/Q) they decompose into at least 8 orbits which we explicitly classify.
In Section 4, based on the results of the previous section, we determine the structure of Λ as the natural Galois module with respect to the group Gal(Q/Q). Since the group Λ has no non-zero torsion elements it forms with a height pairing a positive definite lattice. We find a sublattice Λ ′ of index 81 in Λ which allows us to compute the subgroup Λ Q of points defined over Q(t) for any choice of A, B ∈ Z \ {0}. The rank of Λ Q varies between 0 and 3 and for each choice of A and B we provide a complete answer, packaged in a decision diagram in Section 4.2. Next, we compute in Section 4.3 the minimal height generators for the group Λ Q .
Finally, in Section 5 we briefly discuss what are the possible extensions of our work to the cases when the rank of Λ Q is 0.
In each section of the paper we verify certain statements with MAGMA computer algebra system. The source code of our programs is available online on the website of one of the authors, [Mag] 
PREVIOUS AND NEW APPROACHES TO DENSITY OF POINTS

Geometric methods
Let E be a rational elliptic surface defined over Q. A famous theorem of Iskovskikh [Isk79] then says that E has a minimal model over Q, denoted X, that is either a conic bundle of degree ≥ 1, or a Del Pezzo surface. The density of the rational points was proved in most of the cases: by Kollar and Mella [KM14] when X is a conic bundle 2 , by Segre and Manin [Man74] when X is a del Pezzo surface of degree d ≥ 3 with at least one rational point, by Salgado, Testa and Várilly-Alvarado [STVA14] , based on a work of Manin [Man74, Thm 29.4] , when X is a del Pezzo surface of degree 2 provided that it contains a rational point that neither lies on an exceptional curve nor on a certain quartic.
If X is a del Pezzo surface of degree 1, the surface X has automatically a rational point: the base point of the anticanonical system. However, the results concerning density of rational points are still partial.
In papers of Ulas [Ula08, Ula07] and Jabara [Jab12] , the density of rational points on certain families of isotrivial rational elliptic surfaces with j-invariant 0 and 1728 is proved by constructing a multisection with infinitely many rational points on those families. An article of Salgado and van Luijk [SvL14] improves this construction, and proves the Zariski density of the set of rational points of a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 satisfying certain conditions. However, those conditions were hard to check and moreover, the multisection they constructed sometimes failed to have infinitely many rational points -and so it did not prove the Zariski density.
Recently, Bulthuis and van Luijk [Bul18] proved that given a point on a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 which is of finite order in the fibre, there exists an elliptic fibration through this point: each of the elliptic curves of the fibration is a multisection of the surface. In order to prove the density of points one has to prove that a given elliptic curve has positive Mordell-Weil rank over Q. However, this last step is not always an easy task.
Work in progress by Winter and the first author suggests the construction of an "elliptic multisection" passing through a non-torsion point on an elliptic surface of the form (1), cf. Section 5.
Root number method
To prove that the set of rational points E (Q) of an elliptic surface E is Zariski dense, it suffices to show that for infinitely many t ∈ P 1 (Q) the fibre E t is an elliptic curve with positive Mordell-Weil rank, cf. [SvL14, Lem. 7.4]. For this reason, it is useful to study the root number, denoted by W (E) ∈ {±1}. The root number W (E) is conjecturally equal to the parity (−1) rk(E) of the Mordell-Weil rank 3 . Under this conjecture, it is thus sufficient to find infinitely many fibres with negative root number in order to prove the Zariski density.
For a non-isotrivial elliptic surface, it is widely believed that the rank takes infinitely many times a non-zero value and the work of the first author [Des18] (although depending on the parity conjecture and two more analytic number theory conjectures) confirms it through the study of the variation of the root number. For the isotrivial elliptic surfaces, it can happen that a family has a constant root number. If W (E t ) = +1 for all t ∈ P 1 (Q) and that the surface has j-invariant 0, then it is not yet known whether the rational points are Zariski dense 4 . Recall the following theorem:
be a polynomial of degree 6. Let E G be the elliptic surface over Q given by
Let c be the content of G and write G(t) = cF 1 (t) for a certain primitive polynomial F 1 (t) ∈ Z[t]. Suppose that F 1 has no fixed prime divisors and that
where µ 3 is the group of third roots of unity. Then the sets
are infinite. As a consequence, the set of rational points E G (Q) is Zariski dense under the parity conjecture.
In fact, the following proposition holds true.
and a constant C ∈ Z such that:
. Let α ∈ Q denote a root of a factor f = f i . Then G 1 (α) = 0, otherwise it would follow that f |G 2 and f 2 |G, contradicting the assumption on G. Hence
In particular, fields K i have even degree 2d over Q and √ −3 ∈ K i . We fix one index i for now. Let f = f i and K = K i . We denote by α a certain root α i of f i . Claim (#): there exist two polynomials P and Q with integer coefficients such that deg P ≤ d and deg Q ≤ d − 1 and
It follows from (2) that P (α) 2 + 3Q(α) 2 = 0 and thus f divides the polynomial P 2 + 3Q 2 , so in fact they are proportional due to degree conditions. Hence, for each i we have f i = c i (P 2 i + 3Q 2 i ) and that concludes the theorem.
We prove the claim (#). Suppose we have an element δ = 2d−1 k=0 c k α k in a number field K = Q(α) of even degree 2d.
where the expressions ℓ k are linear forms in b 0 , . . . , b d−1 with coefficients in Z which depend on {c k }. The linear system
has d variables and d − 1 equations, so has a nontrivial solution, which provides the coefficients
Family E A,B coincides with E G up to linear change of variables if and only if G 1 and G 2 are coprime polynomials with max(deg(G 1 ), deg(G 1 )) = 3 and G 1 , G 2 are cubes and A = 3c · a 2 and B = c · b 2 (a, b, c ∈ Z constants such that a and b are coprime). In that case the family forms a set of sextic twists for which it is not guaranteed that the root number of a fibre E t varies when t varies through t ∈ P(Q). In a previous paper [Des19, Theorem 6.1], the first author gives the precise conditions on a, b and c for which the root number takes the same values on every fibre.
We apply the algorithm from Theorem 1.1 to the elliptic surface with equation E : y 2 = x 3 + 3ca 2 t 6 + cb 2 , where a, b, c ∈ Z \ {0} and gcd(a, b) = 1. According to our decision algorithm: Table 1 . Possibilities for |A| and |B| written up to sixth power representatives. We assume p, q are cube-free, coprime and coprime to 6.
• the generic rank r E is 2 if c or −3c (resp. 3c or −c) is a square and 4AB and A (resp.
4AB and B) are cubes;
4AB or B) are cubes; • the rank r E is 0 otherwise. This leads to the following result:
Corollary 2.4. Let E be the elliptic surface given by the equation
Then E has generic rank r E = 2 if there exists some α, β ∈ Z such that:
• if A = 3 3 α 6 and B = 2 4 β 6 (or A and B switched);
• if A = −α 6 and B = −2 4 3 3 β 6 (or A and B switched); Suppose that it is not the case. Then E has generic rank r E = 1 if there exists some non-zero p, q ∈ Z coprime and not divisible by 2 and 3, such that A and B, written up to sixth power representative and possibly switched in the equation 5 , are among
• A and B have the same sign and appears in Table 1 In all the other cases of A and B, the generic rank is r E = 0.
Proof. The proof is based on the decision algorithm and is purely combinatorial.
Suppose either that c or −3c is a square, say c = γ 2 . Then A = 3(γa) 2 and B = (γb) 2 . If c = −3γ 2 , then A = −(3γa) 2 and B = −3(γb) 2 . In both cases, we take the path Y ES , NO in Figure 4 , the initial point of the procedure. This leads us to continue the decision algorithm on Figure 5 .
Suppose that c = γ 2 . If 4AB is a cube, then 4AB = 2 2 3γ 4 a 2 b 2 = δ 3 . In that case, we take the branch Y ES, and so :
• If A if a cube, we take the branch Y ES and thus r E = 2. Then we obtain that A = 3 3 α 6 and B = 2 4 β 6 . Those computations are very explicit and we emphasise that we do them separately for valuations at primes 2, 3 and p ≥ 5. • If A is not a cube, we take the branch NO and thus r E = 1. Then A can take any value among 2 2e 3 2f +1 p 2 q 4 α 6 with e, f ∈ {0, 1, 2} as soon as it is not e = 0, f = 1 and p = q -in which case it is a cube. These values are listed in Table 1 .
Additional condition Root number of the fibres Table 2 . List of elliptic surfaces of the form y 2 = x 3 + At 6 + B with constant root number and of generic rank 1. A and B written up to sixth power representatives (and up to switching their role in the equation), and gcd(p, q) = 1. Integer σ denotes the cardinality of the set
is not a cube, we follow the path NO in the first step of Figure 5 .
• If A is a cube, we take the branch Y ES and thus r E = 1. This happens if A = 3 3 α 6 . The possibilities for B will be among those such that B = 2 2e 3 2f p 2 β 6 for all choices of e, f ∈ {0, 1, 2} and p ∈ Z except the case e = 0, f = 1 and p = α 3 -because in that case 4AB is a cube and hence we are not anymore on the right branch of the diagram: we rather have r E = 2. • If A is not a cube, we take the branch NO and thus r E = 0. We find the possibility for A and B when c = −3γ 2 in a very similar way, using the same path in the routine.
The cases for −c square or 3c square can be obtained in a similar way -this time we take the path NO, Y ES in Figure 4 and we run through the different path of Figure 6 The complete list of elliptic surfaces with a generic fibre of the form y 2 = x 3 + At 6 + B with constant root number on its fibres and generic rank 1 is given by Table 2 . The table also states when W (E t ) = −1 for all t ∈ Q and when W (E t ) = +1 for all t ∈ Q.
Remark 2.6. For those of the surfaces listed above with W (E t ) = +1 for all t ∈ Q, Corollary 2.4 the first unconditional proof of the Zariski density of the rational points.
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 2.4 combined with [Des19, Theorem 6.1.].
Let E be an elliptic surface given by the equation
Then the root number of a fibre is obtained from the formula ([VA11, Prop. 4.8]):
where
where F (m, n) = c(3a 2 m 6 + b 2 n 6 ). For a positive integer α, we denote by α (p) the integer such that α = p vp(α) α (p) . The product over p 2 | F (m, n) equals (−1) σ , where σ = #{p | c : p ≡ 2 mod 3} since our choice of F (m, n) has the property that whenever p | F (m, n) and p ∤ c for a p ≥ 5, we have F (m, n) = c(3a 2 m 6 + b 2 n 6 ) ≡ 0 mod p and thus bn 3 am 3 2 ≡ −3 mod p, (2) and ω 3 (t) =
. Observe that we have:
for what choices of A and B the functions ω 2 (t) and ω 3 (t) are constant. In the first case, this depends on the quantities v 2 (a), v 2 (b), v 2 (c) and c (2) mod 4. In the second case, this depends on the quantities
Let us illustrate the computation that needs to be done with a specific example (doing all cases exhaustively would be too long, and not necessary).
Let α, β ∈ Z, we study the surface given by the equation Table 3 Table 2 ]. Hence, for any t ∈ E , the root number of the fibre is
THE STRUCTURE OF THE ORBITS
A basis of the Mordell-Weil group: the eight generators
Let k be a field of characteristic different from 2 and 3 and let A, B ∈ k be two non-zero elements of k. Let E A,B : y 2 z = x 3 + (At 6 + B)z 3 denote an elliptic curve over a field of rational functions k(t).
Let E A,B denote an elliptic surface attached to E A,B . It is a smooth projective surface with a morphism π : E A,B → P 1 which is the natural projection (x, y, z, t) → t. We denote by O the zero section O : P 1 → E A,B obtained by extending the zero point on E A,B .
To each point P ∈ E A,B (k(t)) we associate a section σ P : P 1 → E A,B and denote by P the (−1)-curve which is the image of σ P . We denote by P .Q the intersection number of P against
is equipped with the height pairing defined for two given points P , Q by the formula
We denote by P, P the height of the point P and have the simplied formula P, P = 2+2P .O. Group E A,B (k(t) with the pairing ·, · forms a positive definite lattice. This is a special case of the general theory of the Mordell-Weil lattices, cf. [Shi90] . The intersection number P .O is computed by the formula
is the x-coordinate of P given in terms of two coprime polynomials p, q. A non-negative integer δ is computed in the integral model of E A,B at ∞ where t = 1/s and the local model is y 2 = x 3 + A + Bs 6 . Number δ satisfies the condition p(1/s) q(1/s) s 2 =p (s) q(s)s 2δ wherep andq are coprime to s.
We use throughout the rest of the paper the symbols of standard lattices A n , D n and E n which correspond to Dynkin diagrams with the same notation, cf. [Bou02, Chap. 6].
Proposition 3.1. Let A, B ∈ k \ {0}. The group E A,B (k(t)) has rank 8 and no non-trivial torsion elements. The generators are contained in the set of points P of the form P = (at 2 + bt + c, a 1 t 3 + a 2 t 2 + a 3 t + a 4 ), a, b, c, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ∈ k. In the following paragraphs we discuss the structure of the smallest orbits O 1 , O 2 and O 3 . The main result of this section is a proof that there exist 8 linearly independent points in those three orbits. Therefore it is enough to study those 8 points in order to determine the rank of the group E A,B (Q(t)) (since there are no torsion points). Remark 3.4. To verify that for each choice of non-zero elements A, B the statements below hold (there is no degeneration) we have used a computer and the package Magma. The computation essentially reduces to a calculation similar to the one presented in the proof of Proposition 3.10. In fact, for each proof below we verify the relations between points over the function field extension Q(A 1/6 , B 1/6 ) of Q(A, B) and check that the lattice produced from the points in the orbit (and the Gram matrix of a given basis) are the same for every choice of nonzero A, B. The verification code is available on the website of one of the authors [Mag] .
The orbit O 1 is defined by the following conditions and determines a list of the following points
The set P(O 1 ) consists of 6 points, each of height 2 (under assumption that AB = 0). A configuration of the curves in the orbit O 1 is described in Figure 2 .
which fixes the other generators of K. If it extends to an automorphism of K, it fixes the subfield Q( √ A, ζ 3 ).
Remark 3.5. In the case when A and B are such that the corresponding automorphism does not exist we denote by T σ the point obtained from T by substitution of ζ 3 3 √ α in place of 3 √ α. In particular, the points P, P σ K are linearly independent in E(Q(t)). Moreover, the Z-linear span L(O 1 ) has rank 2 and basis P, P σ K .
Proof. The first equality follows from a direct computation. The height P, P of P and the height P σ K , P σ K of P σ K is computed with the formula described in Section 3.1. To compute the height pairing matrix M we need only to check that the height of P + P σ K is 2 and the equality P, P σ K = −1 follows from bilinearity of the pairing. The determinant of M is non-zero, hence the points P and P σ K are linearly independent over Z. Finally, observe that P(O 1 ) has 6 elements which coincide with the elements of the set {±P, ±P σ K , ±P ± P σ K }.
The orbit O 2 is defined by the following equations
Configuration of the curves in the orbit O 2 is is very similar to Figure 2 
A, which fixes the other generators of K ′ , denote a map which if extended to an automorphism of K ′ fixes the subfield Q( √ B, ζ 3 ). We consider a point Q = (− 3 √ At 2 , √ B) that corresponds to a point on the orbit O 2 .
Proposition 3.7. Let A, B be non-zero elements from Q. Then the height pairing matrix of the points Q, Q σ K ′ is M from Proposition 3.6. The following equality
Proof. The structure of the proof is almost identical to the proof of Proposition 3.6.
Equations of O 3
The orbit O 3 is defined by the following equation Table 3 .
Let L denote the field Q( √ A, √ B, ζ 3 , 3 √ 4AB) and let s denote 3 √ 4AB. Let σ L be a map s → ζ 3 s which fixes the other generators of L. If it extends to an automorphism of L, then it fixes the subfield Q(
If it extends to an automorphism of L, then it fixes the field Q( √ A, ζ 3 , s).
Remark 3.8. In the case when A and B are such that the corresponding automorphism does not exist we denote by T τ the point obtained from T by substitution of − √ α in place of √ α.
We consider the points
contained in E A,B (Q(t)). Proof. The structure of the proof is almost identical to the proof of Proposition 3.6. Table 3 . Description of the labels in Figure 3 Proposition 3.10. For A and B non-zero rational numbers the group G in E(Q(t)) spanned by the points {P, P σ K , Q, Q σ K ′ , R, R σ L , S, S σ L } has rank 8 and the Gram matrix equal to the Kronecker product I 4 ⊗ M where I 4 is the 4 by 4 identity matrix.
Point label description
Proof. Let B i denote the i-th element of the ordered tuple (P, P σ K , Q, Q σ K ′ , R, R σ L , S, S σ L ). We need to show that B i , B j = 0 for i < j and i + 1 = j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. 
Further orbits
Although it is not strictly necessary for our arguments to compute the precise structure of the orbits O i for i ≥ 4 we include it for completeness. Some of those orbits could be used to provide an alternative proof of the theorem of Section 4. For each orbit O i we compute the rank and a basis of the linear span L(O i ). We also use some of the points from orbits O 4 , O 5 , O 6 and O 7 to conveniently describe bases of points in E A,B (Q(t)), cf. Section 4.3.
Orbits of size 18
The orbit O 4 has size 18 and is defined by the following equations
Let U j,k,m denote a point
where j, k belong to the set {0, 1, 2} and m equals 1 or 2.
Proposition 3.11. Let A, B be non-zero elements from Q. It follows that
The linear span L(O 4 ) has rank 4 and is generated by the points U 0,0,1 , U 0,1,1 , U 1,0,1 , U 1,1,1 . The lattice (L(O 4 ), ·, · ) is isometric to the D 4 lattice.
Proof. The points in the set P(O 4 ) satisfy the following relations U j,k,1 = −U j,k,2 for any j, k, U j,0,1 + U j,1,1 + U j,2,1 = 0 for any j, U 0,k,1 + U 0,k,1 + U 2,k,1 = 0 for any k. Since P(O 4 ) contains 18 points, the relations above imply that there are at most 4 points independent over Z in L(O 4 ). We check by a direct computation that the points indicated in the proposition are linearly independent. The Gram matrix of their height pairing is conjugate to the Gram matrix of the lattice D 4 .
The orbit O 5 has size 18 and is defined by the equations The linear span L(O 4 ) has rank 4 and is generated by the points V 0,1,1 , V 0,1,1 , V 1,0,1 , V 1,1,1 . The lattice (L(O 5 ), ·, · ) is isometric to the D 4 lattice.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.11.
Orbits of size 36
The orbit O 6 is of size 36 and is defined by
Let W j,k,m,n denote a point The linear span L(O 6 ) has rank 6 and is generated by the points W 0,0,0,0 , W 0,1,0,0 , W 0,0,1,0 , W 0,1,1,0 , W 1,0,0,0 , W 1,1,0,0 . The lattice (L(O 6 ), ·, · ) is isometric to the E 6 lattice.
Proof. We have the following relations among the points in the set P(O 6 ): W j,k,m,n = 0 for any j, m, n, W 1,1,1,0 = W 0,1,1,0 + W 1,1,0,0 − W 0,1,0,0 , W 1,0,1,0 = W 0,0,1,0 + W 1,0,0,0 − W 0,0,0,0 .
From those relations it follows that there are at most 6 linearly independent points in P(O 6 ) and we check by a direct computation that they span an E 6 type lattice.
The orbit O 7 has size 18 and is defined by
Let X j,k,m,n denote a point where j, k ∈ {0, 1, 2} and m, n ∈ {0, 1}. The x-coordinate of X j,k,m,n is
and the y-coordinate is The linear span L(O 7 ) has rank 6 and is generated by the points X 0,0,0,0 , X 0,1,0,0 , X 0,0,0,1 , X 0,1,0,1 , X 1,0,0,0 , X 1,1,0,0 .
The lattice (L(O 7 ), ·, · ) is isometric to the E 6 lattice.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the case considered in Proposition 3.13.
Orbit of size 108
The orbit O 8 is the longest one, of size 108, with the following defining polynomial equations
Let p(x) = (x 3 + 6x 2 + 4) (x 6 − 6x 5 + 36x 4 + 8x 3 − 24x 2 + 16) be a polynomial. We observe that for c = αB 1/3 the equation 64B 3 + 48B 2 c 3 + 228Bc 6 + c 9 = 0 is equivalent to p(α) = 0.
Let c 1 (o) denote the o-th root of the polynomial p(x) defined by the formula (4/3(7 + 5c 1 (o) 3 + 25c 1 (o) 6 )) 1/6 ζ j 3 . It is easy to check that the suitable roots of degree 2 and 6 in the expressions above belong to the field Q(ζ 3 , 2 1/3 ). The linear span L(O 8 ) has rank 8 and is generated by the points Y 1,0,0,0 , Y 1,0,1,0 , Y 1,1,0,0 , Y 1,1,1,0 , Y 1,2,0,0 , Y 3,0,0,0 , Y 3,0,1,0 , Y 4,0,0,0 . The lattice (L(O 8 ), ·, · ) is isometric to the E 8 lattice.
Proof. We have the following equalities Y o,j,m,0 + Y o,j,m,1 = 0, Y 1,j,m,0 + Y 3,j,m,0 + Y 2,j,m+1,0 = 0, Y 4,j,m,0 + Y 5,j,m,0 + Y 6,j,m+1,0 = 0, Y 8,j,m,0 + Y 9,j,m,0 + Y 7,j,m+1,0 = 0, for any choice of o, j, m. We also have the following relation j,m Y o,j,m,0 = 0 for any o ∈ {1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9}. Relations above allow us to reduce the spanning set for L(O 8 ) to 30 points among which we find pairs which add up to the same points. This generates another 21 relations and we compute the height pairing matrix for the remaining 9 points. The height matrix has rank 8 and its kernel provides the final relation. Finally we check that the lattice of rank 8 that we have obtained has discriminant 1, thus it must be isomorphic to E 8 since the whole Mordell-Weil lattice E A,B (Q(t)) is isomorphic to the latter by [OS91] .
Remark 3.16. We computed the relation between the roots of the Mordell-Weil lattice in terms of orbits. Let R(G) denote the subset of elements in G ⊂ E A,B (Q(t)) of height 2. The following equalities hold
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Structure of the Galois modules
In this section we compute in detail the Galois action of the group G = Gal(Q/Q) on the module M = E A,B (Q(t)) and the Q-vector space V = M ⊗ Q. 
Proof. It is trivial to check that the bases of modules V i are Galois stable as sets. For each i the spanning set of V i is linearly independent over Q (from the Gram matrix). Next, we show that the intersections V i ∩ V j are zero. The intersection V i ∩ V j = 0 for i = 1, 2 and j = i follows directly from the structure of the Gram matrix for the set {P, P σ K , Q, Q σ K ′ , R, R σ L , S, S σ L }. To verify V 3 ∩ V 4 = 0 we check that R + S, R − S = 0 and R + S, R σ L − S σ L = 0 and we do a similar calculation for R − S.
Proposition 4.2. Let A, B be non-zero rational numbers and E = E A,B . The following conditions hold:
• V 1 ∩ E(Q(t)) = 0, then B is a cube.
• V 2 ∩ E(Q(t)) = 0, then A is a cube.
• V 3 ∩ E(Q(t)) = 0, then 4AB is a cube.
• V 4 ∩ E(Q(t)) = 0, then 4AB is a cube.
Proof. Let X denote B, A or 4AB. If X is not a cube in Q, then there exists an automorphism in σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) which restricts to respectively σ K , σ K ′ or σ L . In the Q-basis of V i the matrix of σ is M := 0 −1 1 −1 which has characteristic polynomial 1 + x + x 2 , hence there are no fixed vectors in the representation attached to V i , so V i ∩ E(Q(t)) = 0.
Let V i (Q(t)) denote V i ∩ E(Q(t)) and r i the Z-rank of the module V i (Q(t)). Let x = x ′ · denote a number x which is a product of x ′ with a square in Q × . (iii): In this case the action of θ in the basis of V 1 provides a matrix −1 1 0 1 , hence it fixes the space spanned by the vector (P + 2P σ K ) ⊗ 1 which is rational, hence r 1 = 1. Table 4 . Points on the elliptic surface E : y 2 = x 3 + At 6 + B. 
Point Formula Height Orbit
Proof. The proof is analogous to Proposition 4.3.
Decision diagrams
The results of Section 4.1 are sufficient to conclude the value of the rank r E of E A,B (Q(t)) based on the execution of the procedure which on input takes a pair of non-zero rational numbers A, B and prints on the output the value r = r E (indicated by a red rectangular box in the diagrams).
The starting point for the procedure is the diagram on 
Rational basis
We compute below the set of generators of the group E A,B (Q(t)) for each choice of nonzero rational numbers A, B. We follow the structure of the diagrams from Section 4.2. We denote each paragraph with the label that corresponds to yes/no decisions made in the decision diagram (abbreviated as Y/N respectively) in order to reach the specific basis.
We use the following facts for the proofs below:
( †) Height function is quadratic and minimal height of the point in E A,B (Q(t)) is 2. There are no points of height 3 in the group E A,B (Q(t)). In particular there are no such points in the group E A,B (Q(t)).
• The span of points {e i } is not m-saturated in E A,B (Q(t)) if and only if one can find a linear combination i m i e i with m i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} which is m-divisible and non-zero. • Let G denote the Gram matrix of the span S of points {e i } m i=1 for some positive integer m. If det G = 0, then it is an integer. If S is not m-saturated, then m 2 divides det G.
Point
Formula Height When r E = 1
In the following cases, the rank of E A,B (Q(t)) is 1 and the union of the bases of the submodules V i gives the full basis of the Mordell-Weil lattice simply by the property ( †). We give two choices for the basis, but in each case it can easily be determined: it is P or R + S (resp. Q or R − S) if A (resp. B) is a square, and P + 2P
• rank V 1 = 0, V 1 (Q(t)) basis: empty • rank V 2 = 0, V 2 (Q(t)) basis: empty • rank V 3 = 0, V 3 (Q(t)) basis: empty
• rank V 1 = 1, V 1 (Q(t)) basis: P or P + 2P σ • rank V 2 = 0, V 2 (Q(t)) basis: empty • rank V 3 = 0, V 3 (Q(t)) basis: empty • rank V 4 = 0, V 4 (Q(t)) basis: empty
t)) basis: empty
When r E = 2
In each case we have to verify whether the union of the bases of the submodules V i (Q(t)) are saturated in E A,B (Q(t)). We compute for every such choice a basis of points with least heights and a lattice type corresponding to that basis. We denote by n a rank 1 lattice with the height pairing b(·, ·) such that the generator e of the lattice satisfies b(e, e) = n. We denote by A 2 (2) a lattice of rank 2 such that the Gram matrix of the height pairing has the form 4 −2 −2 4 .
We denote by Λ 1 ⊕ Λ 2 the orthogonal sum of lattices Λ 1 , Λ 2 . We denote by diag(a 1 , . . . , a n ) an n by n diagonal matrix with entries a i on the diagonal, ordered from the top-left to the bottom-right. The Gram matrix of the pair Q + 2Q σ , V 0,0,1 is
Let e 1 = Q + 2Q σ and e 2 = V 0,0,1 . The height of the non-zero α 1 e 1 + α 2 e 2 where α i ∈ {0, 1} belongs to the set {2, 4, 6}. Hence, no non-zero point of this form is 2-divisible. Because the Gram matrix has determinant 8 it follows that {e 1 , e 2 } is a basis of rational points E A,B (Q(t)).
Minimal height basis:
) basis: empty -A = : the basis of rational points consists of P and R + S since the basis is 2 saturated and the Gram matrix is the diagonal matrix diag (2, 4) . The lattice spanned by e 1 and e 2 is 2-saturated.
Minimal height basis: U 0,0,1 , P + 2P σ + U 0,0,1 Lattice type: • rank V 1 = 0, V 1 (Q(t)) basis: empty • rank V 2 = 1, V 2 (Q(t)) basis: Q or Q + 2Q σ • rank V 3 = 1, V 3 (Q(t)) basis: R + S or R + S + 2(R + S) σ • rank V 4 = 1, V 4 (Q(t)) basis: R − S or R − S + 2(R − S) σ -A = , B = : the Gram matrix for the triple Q, R − S, R + S is diag(2, 4, 4) and the points form a finite index subgroup in E A,B (Q(t)). The points Q, R, S have the Gram matrix 2I 3 for the identity matrix I 3 of dimension 3. Hence the lattice they span is 2-saturated. -A = , B = −3 × : points Q + 2Q σ , R + S, R − S + 2(R − S) σ span a finite index sublattice in E A,B (Q(t)) with the Gram matrix diag(6, 4, 12). We have a relation −3V 0,0,1 = Q + 2Q σ + R − S + 2(R − S) σ and the points Q + 2Q σ , R + S, V 0,0,1 span a lattice of discriminant 32. This lattice is generated by e 1 = V 0,0,1 , e 2 = Q + 2Q σ + V 0,0,1 and e 3 = R + S with the Gram matrix diag (2, 4, 4) . Finally, we check that e 2 + e 3 = 2W 0,2,0,1 and Q + 2Q σ − W 0,2,0,1 + V 0,0,1 = W 0,2,1,1 and the points W 0,2,1,1 , W 0,2,0,1 and V 0,0,1 form a lattice with the Gram matrix 2I 3 where I 3 is the 3-dimensional identity matrix. Further 2-divisibility is not possible.
Minimal height basis: W 0,2,1,1 , W 0,2,0,1 , V 0,0,1 Lattice type: 2 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 2 -A = −3 × , B = −3 × : the points Q + 2Q σ , R + S + 2(R + S) σ , R − S + 2(R − S) σ span a finite index sublattice with the Gram matrix diag(6, 12, 12). We find the following linear relations:
Q + 2Q σ + (R − S + 2(R − S) σ ) = −3V 0,0,1 and Q + 2Q σ + R + S + 2(R + S) σ + V 0,0,1 = 2(W 0,2,0,1 + W 2,1,0,1 + W 2,1,1,0 ). We check that the Gram matrix of the basis e 1 = Q+2Q σ , e 2 = W 0,2,0,1 +W 2,1,0,1 +W 2,1,1,0 , e 3 = V 0,0,1 equals   6 2 −2 2 4 0 −2 0 2   .
The matrix above has determinant 24 and we check that non-zero points of the form 3 i=1 α i e i where α i ∈ {0, 1} have heights in the set {2, 4, 6, 12, 14}. There are no points of height 3 in E A,B (Q(t)), hence it follows that the basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } is 2-saturated and thus spans the group E A,B (Q(t)).
Let e ′ 1 = e 3 ,e ′ 2 = e 1 + e 3 , e ′ 3 = −e 2 . This basis has the Gram matrix   2 0 0 0 4 −2 0 −2 4   .
Minimal heights basis: V 0,0,1 , Q + 2Q σ + V 0,0,1 , −(W 0,2,0,1 + W 2,1,0,1 + W 2,1,1,0 ) Lattice type: 2 ⊕ A 2 (2). Equivalent basis (points of height 2 only): e 1 = P + 2P σ − 2X 1,2,0,1 − (R − S), e 2 = X 1,2,0,1 , e 3 = X 1,2,0,1 + R − S with the Gram matrix diag(2, 2, 2). In fact e 1 = U 0,0,2 and e 3 = X 1,2,1,0 .
Minimal height basis: U 0,0,2 , X 1,2,0,1 , X 1,2,1,0 Lattice type: 2 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 2 -A = −3 × , B = −3 × : finite index subgroup spanned by: P + 2P σ , R + S + 2(R + S) σ , R − S + 2(R − S) σ which has the Gram matrix diag(6, 12, 12). Points P + 2P σ , R + 2R σ and S + 2S σ form an overlattice of the previous one with the Gram matrix diag(6, 6, 6). Next we observe that −3U 0,0,1 = P + 2P σ + R + 2R σ + S + 2S σ . So, we find the following basis for the Mordell-Weil subgroup over Q(t): 
